Once collected primarily from human sources, modern intelligence has expanded to include five additional disciplines – signal, imagery, measurement and signature, open-source and geospatial – making the field more reliant on technology than ever before. To adapt to these new demands, the Intelligence Community is undergoing a transformation journey that spans not only technological capabilities, but also its workforce and partner relationships.
NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

90+ COMPANIES WILL BE ATTENDING THE EVENT.

OF REGISTERED ATTENDEES...

41% are C-suite executives

24% are business development leaders

21% are vice presidents

100% are director-level and above
The U.S. intelligence budget is divided into two categories: National Intelligence Program and Military Intelligence Program. Of the IC’s 2024 budget request...

- $72.4 billion is allocated to the NIP
- $29.3 billion is allocated to the MIP
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

DR. STACEY DIXON
PRINCIPAL DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
OPENING KEYNOTE

VICE ADMIRAL FRANK WHITWORTH III
DIRECTOR
NATIONAL GEOSPATIAL-INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
MORNING KEYNOTE

SUZANNE WHITE
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
AFTERNOON KEYNOTE

JENNIFER EWBANK
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL INNOVATION
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
CLOSING KEYNOTE
This packet is just a glimpse at what Potomac Officers Club members receive before our summits. To access the exclusive full version, which provides a comprehensive list of intelligence contract opportunities, relevant news, budget information and details on the event's panel topics, become a Potomac Officers Club member today!

Click here to browse our membership options.

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER FOR THE INTEL SUMMIT